4 way flat trailer wiring harness

Plugging in your trailer wiring and trailer lights is easy with the ergonomic design of this trailer
plug. It features tabs on the top and bottom for a better grip when plugging into your vehicle or
unplugging. This 4-pin trailer wiring plug comes ready to splice into your existing trailer wiring.
It has gauge wires and can be used to connect the taillights, brake lights and turn signals. This
trailer connector makes a great replacement 4-flat trailer wiring connector. The 4-pin wiring
design matches industry-standard 4-way flat sockets and can be used on a wide variety of
trailers. For long-lasting use and a reliable connection, the housing of this 4-pin trailer wiring
plug is made from durable black molded rubber that will never rust or corrode. Equipped with
blunt-cut, color-coded wires, this 4-prong trailer wiring plug comes ready to install. The inch
wire lead provides extra length for an easy installation. Customer Service. Free Returns are
accepted on all unscratched, undamaged items within 30 days of purchase. We always do our
best to provide the best shopping experience. Thank you so much! Skip to main content. Email
to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing
has ended. The seller has relisted this item or one like this. Ships to:. This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Start of add to list layer. Add to
Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Feb 20, PST. Does not ship to Ukraine See
details. Seller's other items. Similar sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Like trailer hitches and ball mounts, electrical
connectors range all over the board in shape, size and capability, but no matter what your
trailer's electrical functions are, you need a solid connection to keep the power flowing and
ensure safety on the road. CURT electrical connectors are designed and manufactured to give
you a reliable connection every time you plug in your trailer. This 4-way flat connector is
designed to supply power for tail lights, turn signals and brake lights, as well as a ground
connection. It features durable rubber-molded construction and is made with 12" of standard
color-coded, bonded wire to easily splice into your trailer's wiring system. This 4-way flat
connector is a male-end plug, specifically designed for the trailer side of the connection. It is
compatible with all 2-wire vehicle systems. This is a private listing and your identity will not be
disclosed to anyone except the seller. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Add to Watchlist. Condition: New. Ended: Feb 20, PST. Shipping: Does not ship to Ukraine See
details. Item location: US, United States. Seller: wayyou 59 Seller's other items. Curt
Manufacturing. Trailer 4 Pin Flat Wiring Harness 12 Inch Wires Standart 4 Way Output Sockets
Like trailer hitches and ball mounts, electrical connectors range all over the board in shape, size
and capability, but no matter what your trailer's electrical functions are, you need a solid
connection to keep the power flowing and ensure safety on the road. Skip to main content.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist.
People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Picture Information.
Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn
more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or get your
money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller
information oranorth Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information
Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list.
Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items
may be subject to customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's
customs office can offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Item location:.
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Estimated between Mon. Estimated delivery
dates - opens in a new window or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination
ZIP Code and time of acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of
cleared payment - opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during
peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and

import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab
Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in
a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility
of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.
Several are available. Always happy to combine multiple items for one shipping cost. Shipping
and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options.
Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your
location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to:
Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 2 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 2. Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details.
Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image
not available Photos not available for this variation. Economy International Shipping. Enter your
zip code to check product availability at U-Haul locations near you. In most cases, we offer three
shipping options for you to choose from. A few items are considered oversize and can only be
shipped via freight truck. Business days are considered Monday through Friday excluding
holidays. Please note that this does not include liftgate service. Please contact us at from 7 a.
Arizona time MST immediately after placing an order to arrange for liftgate service. You can
select your shipping option and see the total shipping cost on the checkout page once you've
entered your shipping address. To track your shipment after purchase click the look up order
link at the top of uhaul. We ship to street addresses only sorry no P. Boxes within the United
States and Canada. We have several fulfillment centers that store and ship our products. If you
order more than one item, each may be shipped from a separate location, and therefore, may
arrive at different times. Your original estimated shipping amount does not change if more than
one shipment location is used. Shipping timeframes depend on the type of item you buy, the
time it leaves the warehouse and the shipping option you choose. Shop online and pick it up in
store for free! No minimum order required. Our most popular items are available for pickup
same-day! Just choose "Pick up in store" as you add items to your cart. At checkout, select
your pickup time and we will have the items on-hand when you come into U-Haul. In-Store
Pickup Savings! When you pick up your order instead of shipping it to your home, you may see
additional savings as some products will be priced lower for in-store pickup. This offer is not
valid for orders shipped to Alaska and Hawaii. Exact shipping costs are available when you
checkout. Certain products and brands may be excluded from the promotion. These products
are marked as excluded from free shipping on the product page. We only ship to street
addresses within the 50 states and Canada. We cannot ship to P. Virgin Islands, Guam, and
Mexico. Freight Fees may apply to oversize or overweight items. These additional costs are
shown as a shipping disclaimer on the product page if applicable. U-Haul 4-Way Flat tow vehicle
side wiring with taillight adapter converts foreign and domestic vehicles with separate turn and
stoplights to standard trailer taillight wiring and plugs directly into any U-Haul trailer. This kit is
great and the instructions were very easy to understand. I was able to install this using simple
tools. To view an answer to a question, simply click on the question. To post a new question,
click on the "Ask a question" button below. Please keep all questions appropriate and related to
the product. I have a Uhaul hitch on my vehicle. Do you install wiring harnesses?? U-Haul
installs a wide variety of hitch and towing components. Please contact your local U-Haul Hitch
Center to schedule an installation and to receive a pricing quote. Thank you! Will this work on
Lexus rxH? Please visit our Trailer Hitches page and enter your vehicle specifications to see all
available and compatible hitch models as well as compatible accessories and towing
components. Thank you. Would the uhaul 4 way flat high energy tail light converter work for a
Land Rover Range Rover? Will this work on a Honda Ody. Hello Vince, Please visit our Trailer
page to check the vehicles this works with. Looking to have a wiring harness installed for
towing. Live in Oroville, Ca. Hello Richard, Yes! Hi Larry, U-Haul installs a wide variety of hitch
and towing components. Would this work for a Land Rover discovery XD? Hello Lain, Please
visit our Trailer Hitches page and enter your vehicle specifications to see all available and
compatible hitch models as well as compatible accessories and towing components. I had the
local Uhaul place install a hitch and wiring on my Mercedes C last week. This weekend I used a

tester to check the wiring. The trailer 4 pin wiring does not flash for the right turn signal left
works properly. The actual right turn signal on the car works properly. I brought it back and they
looked at it for a while and said they can't find a problem. I need to rent a trailer next week. Is
there anything different about the right turn signal? Any technical advice I can give them? I
really need this to work and they seem out of ideas. Hi Robert, Sorry about the issue you are
experencing. Our hitch expert suggest this. The location should start testing at the 4-flat, then at
the converter box the green wire on both sides , then at the taillight connection. I hope that
helps. Good Morning Roberto, Please visit our Trailer Hitches page and enter your vehicle
specifications to see all available and compatible hitch models as well as compatible
accessories and towing components. Does this fit the Mazda 3 Hatchback? If so, does it come
with installation instructions? Hello, Bill! For your vehicle, we recommend opting for the
vehicle-specific Taillight Harness Converter. Hello, Dennis! Please contact the location of your
choice directly to learn more. Will this work with both incandescent and LED bulbs? Hello,
Matthew! Yes, this connector works with both incandescent and LED light bulbs. Hello, is this
the right product for my Mercedes S 4Matic? Thanks in advance. To explore all available towing
components that are compatible with your vehicle, please visit our Trailer Hitches homepage
and enter your exact vehicle specifications. Does this fit for Acura MDX? Will this kit fit my Kia
Sorento, it does not have a factory pre wire. Hello, Mike! Will this work on a Chevy Silverado?
Hello, Wally! Hello, Jr! Please contact or visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center for troubleshooting
assistance. Will this work on a 99 town and country limited? Hello, Paul! Hello, John! Can
U-Haul company installed this wiring harness on my truck for me. Hello, Lisa! Yes - please
contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center to schedule an installation. Can this be used on a 24vdc
system? Hello, James! Will this fit a Mazda CX-5? Hi, Ryan! No, this wiring harness is not
compatible with a Mazda CX The first option is a vehicle-specific, quick-connecting option and
the 2nd option is a universal connector that will require wire splicing. I hope that is helpful! Is
this compatible with Honda Odyssey van? Hi, Jason! No, this wiring component is not
compatible with a Honda Odyssey. Hi, Greg! Yes, this wiring component is compatible with a
Honda Fit. Thanks for asking! Will this work for my i bmw? Hello, Daniel! No, this is not the
correct wiring component for your vehicle. Please use the Curt Taillight Converter Will this work
on a Ford Expedition EL ? Hello, Mark! No, this is not a compatible option for a Ford Expedition
EL. Please see Taillight Converter Does this fit for Lexus RX ? Hey, Nick! This is not a
compatible product for a Lexus RX No, this wiring harness will not work for a Tesla Model S.
Please see the Curt Taillight Converter Is this compatible to Infiniti QX60 Pollak connector? This
part is not compatible. To review the several vehicle-specific options, please contact your local
U-Haul Hitch Center. Will this work on my 05 BMW X5? No, this wiring is not compatible with a
BMW X5. Hi, Mike! Yes - if you visit our Trailer Hitches homepage and enter your vehicle
specifications, the connector will be an available option to choose from. Is this the correct
component for a Subaru Outback wagon? Hi, Kimble! Yes, this component is compatible with a
Subaru Outback Wagon. Hello, Duane! Yes, this wiring will work for a Subaru Impreza Outback. I
have this item already but only now understand that my Dodge Grand Caravan has one light for
stop and turn. Is it thrue that I cant use this item? Or I can find correct wires in my car? Product
4-way flat is not compatible or recommended for a Dodge Grand Caravan. Here are a few
options that are available for your vehicle: Taillight Converter - this is a hard wire option similar
to Taillight Harness Converter - this is a quick connect option that is designed for your vehicle.
Custom Wiring Harness - this is a quick-connecting option designed for your vehicle. Feel free
to contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center for further assistance. Is this the correct unit for a jeep
Cherokee xj? Yes, the 4-way flat connector is compatible with a Jeep Cherokee XJ. Will this
work on a Lexus NX? Hello, Miguel! No, this part is not compatible. We recommend Curt
Taillight Converter. I have a Jeep cherokee that seems to have this same harness. My trailer
brake lights do not work. I tested the wiring and there is signal all the way up to that box where
5 wires goes to 4. No signal for brake lights after that. Guessing that part went bad. Do I just
need to replace the whole thing then? Hello, Matt! The best option would be to visit your local
U-Haul Hitch Center for diagnostics and repair. They can also replace the part if necessary. Hey
with the green wire blue wire yellow wire and white wire I've got all the lights hooked up to turn
signals work running lights work but there are no brake lights what should I do. Will this work
on a Nissan Morano Sport. Hi, Anya! No, we do not recommend this wiring for your vehicle. Will
this work on my ford f pickup? Hi, David! No, this is not the correct wiring for your vehicle. Will
this work for a Ford Escape? Hi, Rudy! No, this is not the correct wiring option for your Ford
Escape. Here are a few options: Curt Universal Taillight Converter - this is a hard-wired wiring
harness that will require wire splicing to install Curt Wiring Harness - this is a vehicle-specific
option that will quickly connect without any wiring splicing Tekonsha Wiring Harness - this is a
vehicle-specific option that will quickly connect without any wiring splicing I hope that is

helpful! WE currently have the on Dodge Nitro. Is this the correct part to replace it? Hi, Pam!
U-Haul 4-Way Flat is not compatible with your vehicle. There are two options for replacement:
Tekonsha Taillight Harness Converter , which is a vehicle-specific, quick-connecting option
Curt Taillight Converter , which is a universal, hard-wired option similar to I hope that is helpful!
Will this fit a dodge grand caravan? Hi, Maggie! No, this is not the correct wiring for a Dodge
Grand Caravan. Please see Curt Taillight Converter Would this work for a Land Rover discovery
sd? Hello, Iain! Would this work for a Jeep Wrangler? No, this is not the correct wiring for a
Jeep Wrangler. Please visit our Trailer Hitches homepage and enter your vehicle specifications
to see a full list of wiring components that are compatible. Sprinter chassis being used on a
Winnebago motorhome. I want to haul a trailer with a traditional 4 pin flat connector. Will this
work so I have brake lights? Hey, Greg! Hi, Jerry! No, this is not the correct wiring for a
Mercedes GLK To schedule a wiring installation, please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center.
Can this be easily removed later if I decide to use a factory 7 pin instead? Hi, Kelsey! This wiring
harness uses splice connectors that are easily removed. The toughest part in removing the
product may be accessing the connector locations. For assistance, you can always visit your
local U-Haul Hitch Center. I have a mustang convertible I just got a draw tite hitch put on it
Hello, Flee! To have the proper wiring and towing components installed, please contact your
local U-Haul Hitch Center. They will be able to schedule an installation for you as well as
provide you with a price quote and a list of all components you will need for your application.
For installation do i have to cut wires or does it plug in? Hello, Tom! This wiring harness
includes splice connectors. Drains battery in about 1 year. Hello, Dawn! Please visit your local
U-Haul Hitch Center to troubleshoot this issue. Does U-Haul provide installation of this? Or do
you have to find a mechanic? Hi, Doug! Yes, U-Haul hitch centers gladly install any trailer wiring
you need. Please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center to schedule an installation. Hey, John!
No, the 4-way flat wiring harness will not work with your vehicle. Please contact or visit your
local U-Haul Hitch Center to learn about vehicle-specific plug and play tow harness options
available to you. Will this work on the Chrysler Town and Country? Hi, Craig! Yes, this is an
option for your Chrysler Town and Country. Please also consider the vehicle-specific Taillight
Wiring Harness , which will require no wire splicing to connect. How long is the wire from the
trailer.? Do I need an extension? Hey, Michele! Most trailer wiring will extend several feet to the
towing vehicle. If this is not the case with your trailer, please use the 4-Flat Extension Will this
work for a Chrysler LHS? Hello, Hollis! Yes, this taillight converter is compatible with a Chrysler
LHS. I have a hitch installed on my VW Tiguan. Will this harness work to tow a Uhaul trailer?
Hello, Aloys! No, this is not the correct taillight converter for a Volkswagen Tiguan. How much
to have it installed. Please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center to receive an installation price
quote - pricing will vary based on location. Will this work on a Ford Fusion? It currently has a
Uhaul wiring kit but it is no longer working and I don't know what they installed. Hi, Bill! U-Haul
4-way flat will not work for a Ford Fusion. If you already have wiring installed and purchased
from U-Haul that is giving you trouble, please stop by your local U-Haul Hitch Center and one of
our hitch professionals will perform a diagnosis and repair the issue. I hooked up an led tester
to the 4 prong and it shows that the vehicle harness is not functioning, except for the ground.
Any ideas? Hi, Kelly! We recommend contacting or visiting your local U-Haul Hitch Center so a
hitch professional can troubleshoot with you. Will this work for my Mitsubishi Lancer? Trying to
tow a small U-Haul tomorrow! Hey, Jake! Taillight Converter is the wiring that will work for your
vehicle, and this part will likely be available at the location you are picking up your rental trailer
from. Will this work with Honda CRV? Hi, Cindy! Yes, 4-way flat is compatible with a Honda
CR-V. Is this compatible with my Honda Pilot? Hi, Kris! Yes, 4-flat is compatible with a Honda
Pilot. Hello, Charlie! If your vehicle is equipped with LED taillights, please use 4-flat
vehicle-specific quick connect part number CQT Will this work for Ford Escape 6 cylinder
without factory wiring. Hi, Gary! For your vehicle, we recommend the vehicle-specific 4-flat
power module CQT Is this compatible with led lights? Hi, Robert! Yes, the U-haul 4-way flat will
work with LED lights. What amp fuse does this harness takr. Hi, Becky! Will this fit toyata rav4?
Hello, Barry! Will this fit my Toyota RAV4? Hi, Kevin! What electrical connection do I need. Hi,
Donald! Wiring needs depend on your vehicle and what you are towing. Please contact or visit
your local U-Haul Hitch Center for more assistance. Would this work for a Land Rover discovery
xd? Yes, 4-way flat will work for a Land Rover Discovery. Thank you for asking! Will this fit on a
dodge Nitro? Hello, Justin! Good for Nissan Rogue S? If not, what is? Please use
vehicle-specific part number CQT Is this what i need for the uhaul rental trailer 5x8 and my
mitsubishi mirage? Hello, Kathy! Yes, 4-way flat can be used. I am looking to use my Hyundai
Santa Fe with a car tow dolly. Is this the recommended wiring for lights? We recommend the
vehicle-specific 4-flat wiring harness CQT What will work with a Honda Pilot? Hi, Alek! For 4-flat
trailers, please use plug and play part CQT For 7-way trailers, please use CQT For further

assistance, please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center. I have a hitch installed but no wiring
to hook up to a trailer. Is this the wiring kit needed to power the trailer lights? Will this work on a
Ford Taurus? Yes, this would be the correct wiring for a Ford Taurus. Please visit your local
U-Haul Hitch Center to have the wiring installed. When turning on the flashers neither the car
nor the trailer lights function. The only change to the existing wiring was to splice in the light
bar. Your assistance would be appreciated. Please visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center to have
troubleshooting diagnostics performed by one of our hitch experts. Will this work on a Ford
Escape. Hi, Russ! No, this is not the correct wiring for a Ford Escape. Please visit our Trailer
Hitches homepage and enter your vehicle's specifications to see what wiring components are
compatible with your vehicle. My Jeep Patriot is outfitted with a 7-Way setup. Hello, Trevor!
Please visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center for a free tow package inspection before your rental.
This will ensure your rental process goes smoothly. What will I need to hook up to my Dodge
Ram Sport truck to one of your trailers? Hello, Michelle! U-Haul trailers are equipped with the
industry standard 4-flat plug. Please visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center for a free tow
inspection and vehicle-specific wiring parts for your towing combination. The kit seems to not
be available any more. I have a VW jetta, what kit do i use? Hello, LeRoy! The Taillight Converter
is the correct wiring harness for your vehicle. Will this harness work on a Ford Edge Titanium?
Hi, Don! How much to install wiring harness for Chevy Astro Van. For towing my bost with my
new Reeses Hitch already installed. For pricing of a wiring harness installation, please contact
your local U-Haul Hitch Center. They will be able to discuss pricing with you as well as arrange
an installation appointment. Will this fit on town and country? Hi, Angie! Hi, Jun! Yes, this is the
correct wiring harness for your Kia Sorento EX. Will this work for a Lexus Rx ? Hey, Robert! No,
the proper trailer wiring harness for your vehicle is Trailer Light Power Module For more
information on which parts are compatible with your vehicle, please visit our Trailer Hitches
homepage. Hey, Larry! Will this work on a Ford F? Hi, Danny! Please visit our Trailer Hitch
homepage and enter your vehicle specifications to receive a list of compatible wiring products.
Will this fit a Kia Sportage LX. Hi, William! U-Haul recommends a powered trailer wiring module
for your vehicle. Please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center for more information. Will it fit on
my Chevy express g passenger van? Hi, Iain! Does it work on Camry. Hi, Jake! Will this install
on a honda crv ex- 4wd? Hey, Price! Hi, Juanita! Please visit our Trailer Hitches homepage and
enter the specifications of your Ford Explorer. You will then be provided a list of compatible
wiring harnesses for your vehicle. Will this work on a Ford Escape? Is the 4-way flat trailer light
connector the standard across all U-haul trailers? Hi, Ted! All U-Haul trailers are equipped with
the 4-flat trailer plug. Hey, Mike! For your vehicle, we recommend the 4-flat quick connect CQT
Will this work on a 05 BMW X3 2. Hi, Joe! We recommend a powered converter such as the
Trailer Light Power Module Is this normal? Hello, Marybeth! It sounds like the product is not
operating properly. Please visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center for diagnostics and repair. What
is cost of install? Hello, Timothy! Please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center for installation
pricing and to schedule your installation. Do you install wiring on vehicles for towing. Hey, Tim!
Yes, U-Haul does install vehicle tow wiring. Please contact your nearest U-Haul Hitch Center to
make an installation appointment. Will this kit work on my dodge sprinter ? Hey, Jordan! U-Haul
4-way flat is not the correct part for your vehicle. Please use Trailer Light Power Module Is this
the proper light hookup for a Mercury Grand Marquis? Hey, Joe! Tow vehicle is 24v trailer is 12v
I already have a dc-dc trailer lighting adapter however the output is 5 wire and I need 4 wire plug
Will this work in line after voltage step down? Hello, Victor! The will convert a 12v vehicle 3-wire
taillight system into a 2-wire system with 4-flat terminal. Is this powered by the vehicle's 12v
separately from the power supplied to each tail lamp so that it does not overload the
electronics? The 4-way flat is powered by the taillights only. A similar part, Trailer Light Power
Module , is powered by the vehicle battery. Will this kit adapt 4-pin U-haul truck to 7-pin trailer?
Hey, Phil! Please visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center to discuss the trailer functions and parts
needed to adapt a 4-flat to a 7-pin trailer connector. Do I need both or will either work and, if
either, which is best? Hello, Jim! CQT is the vehicle-specific 4-flat trailer wiring harness and the
WSP4 is the wiring service plan for the trailer wiring. How can i wire this harness up. Hello,
Jorge! Please see the 4-Way Flat Instruction Manual for a step-by-step guide to installing this
harness. If you require additional assistance, please contact or visit your local U-Haul Hitch
Center. Does this fit Dodge Durango? Hello, Paco! No, the 4-way flat is not recommended for
your vehicle. Please contact or visit a U-Haul Hitch Center near you for vehicle-specific trailer
wiring options. Hi, Eric! We recommend a power module for your vehicle. Is this compatible with
a Chrysler Town and Country? Hello, Lance! Your vehicle requires a powered converter trailer
harness. Hi, Moses! We recommend a 4-flat power module. We recommend powered converter
part Hi, Randy! Yes, this is the recommended 4-flat converter for your vehicle. A taillight power
module converter is recommended for your vehicle. I wired the correctly but it did not work. The

instructions say " if converter does not work,perform the benchtest procedure found in the
hitch catalog. Please see the bench test steps below: Right Turn Test - Ground red and white
input wire - Green input wire to 12v source - If working properly, the right turn only will be lit on
the led strip. Left turn test - Ground red and white input wire - Yellow input wire to 12v source If working properly, the left turn only will be lit on the led strip. Brake test - Ground yellow,
green and white input wires - Red input wire to 12v source - If working properly, the right turn
and left turn only will be lit on the led strip. Taillight test - Ground white input wire - Brown input
wire to 12v source - If working properly, the taillight only will be lit on the led strip. If you require
any further assistance, please visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center. Will the harness work on a
Camry? Hey, Jim! A trailer light powered converter is recommended for this application. Please
use the universal 4-flat powered converter part or the Plug and Play 4-flat powered converter
part CQT Will this work for a Kia sorrento? Hello, David! For your vehicle, U-Haul offers the
universal 4-flat trailer light power module part and the 4-flat powered quick connect part CQT
Will this fit on a Kia Sedona? If so will protect tow vehicle electrical circuit in case of trailer
short circuit? Hey, Sam! Yes, will work on the Kia Sedona. The electrical circuits are protected
by vehicle fuses. Thank you for your question! Will this work on a Jeep Patriot without a power
source? Hello, Anddre! Part will not work for your vehicle. Please use part Will this work on a
Lexus LS? Hello, Hal! Is this compatible with a Scion XB? Do you install in ? Hello, Lou! Yes,
this product is compatible with a Scion XB. Please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center for
information regarding installation and installation pricing. I have a mazda 6, i put a hitch on my
self, not from U-haul. What will i need to make the 5X8 trailer brake lights work? Hello, Kevin!
Please use the 4-flat T-one connector part CQT I have a Chevy Spark LT. Is this all I need to plug
the 4x8 uhaul cargo trailer lights into my vehicle's lighting system? Will this require any special
wiring skills??? Hi, Natalie! This product will require removing the cargo area paneling, as well
as installing a battery power line. Not sure about wiring installations? U-Haul sells and installs
complete tow packages and offers nationwide warranties. Please schedule your installation by
contacting your local U-Haul Hitch Center. Will this work on a Nissan hardbody pick up?? I
currently have a wiring harness on truck but not sure if it is operational. Also will you install
proper wiring harness and at what cost if any. I will be need ing a 5x8 trailer as well. Hello,
Brian! Yes, this 4-way flat will work with your Nissan pickup. If you would like to have the proper
wiring harness installed, please contact your local U-Haul Hitch Center for more information
regarding pricing. You can rent a 5' x 8' trailer online or by contacting your local U-Haul Center. I
have the 4 prong trailer wiring. Is there supposed to be a green light on all of the time? Hi,
Sharon! THe green LED lights should only light up when a taillight function is activated. If your
is not working properly, please contact or visit your local U-Haul Hitch Center for diagnostics or
repairs. With the one I have, the turn signals and running lights work but not the brake lights.
Also the truck does not recognize that a trailer is attached. Do you have an adapter that will fix
these issues? Your help is greatly appriciated. Although your vehicle is partially pre-wired for
towing, there are no aftermarket vehicle specific OEM style trailer harnesses available. Brake
light issue - Sorry, I am not able to fully diagnose without knowing which trailer harness you
have or how it was installed, your brake light issue may be something as simple as a blown
fuse. Please visit your local U-Haul hitch location for a free inspection. Will this work with a
Jeep Cherokee? Hi Ceajay. Yes, would be the correct part number for a Jeep Cherokee. Will this
work on a Mitsubishi Montero? Hi David, yes this would be the correct part for a Mitsubishi
Montero. Will this item fit on my hyundai sonata. Hi, Tuan. Yes, this would be the correct part for
your Hyundai Sonata. Will this work on a VW Jetta wagon? Hi Chuck. No, you would want part
number For future reference, the easiest way to find hitch parts for your vehicle is through our
online hitch tool. Simply enter your vehicle information and it will list the parts you need for
your vehicle. I have installed the wiring correctly as all the green lights illuminate when I run the
car. They are not powering the trailer lights. Do you have any ideas why. I have the trailer wiring
correct and it is grounded. Its a Nissan Pickup. Your lighting issue is more likely to be on the
trailer side if the green lights are lighting properly with the trailer connected. I had a reece hitch
installed at one of your locations near North Palm Beach. On yours I have black as ground and
bad move on my part one I bought at auto parts store wiring colors for ground are not the same.
Hey Rick, please see the installation instructions located on the product information page for
part Does this work for Toyota corolla S? Thank you so much. My Jeep Patriot has a hitch
installed, but no wiring. Is this what I would need? Will this work for Mitsubishi Lancer
Evolution? Please use the U-Haul universal 4-flat power module part Which wiring package
works with a Jeep Liberty 2 wheel drive? The 4-flat converter will not work on your vehicle,
please visit your local U-Haul hitch location for more trailer wire harness options. I am planning
to rent the motorcycle trailer from Uhaul next month. U-Haul recommends the 4-flat powered
quick connect part CQT or the universal powered 4-flat part Will this work on a Toyota Sienna.

Which wire harness do I need for my Toyota Sienna to tow a Uhaul trailer? Does it work with
toyota rav4? Please visit your local U-Haul hitch center for a quick diagnosis and repair. Will
this install on my Chrysler C. The taillight converter can be installed on your vehicle. I have
power module for a dodge grand caravan. Where do I hook wires to? The turn, stop and tail
wires are connected directly behind the vehicles taillight and the battery wire is connected with
an in-line fuse to the positive side of the battery. For more information, please visit your local
U-Haul hitch center. Hello, will this one fit on my Range Rover Sport? Hello, for your application
U-Haul recommends the 4-flat trailer light power module part Does this send brake signal to the
uhaul 6x12 trailer for electric braking? The converts a vehicles 3-wire taillight system to a
trailers 2-wire system powering the trailer turn, brake, tail and marker lights. The U-Haul 6x12
trailers are equipped with surge brakes and do not require a signal to activate. Will this work gor
a Jeep Cherokee classic? Yes, it absolutely will! Will this work on a Ford Taurus Wagon? The is
actually the recommended part for your vehicle. Thanks for asking. For your vehicle, U-Haul
recommends the vehicle specific T-One 4-flat quick connect part CQT or the universal splice
option trailer light power module 4-flat part Will this work on a scion TC. Will this install onto my
Honda civic coupe? The 4-flat tail light converter will install to your Honda Civic Coupe. U Haul
installed my trailer hitch and Tail light converter years ago! For your vehicle U-Haul
recommends the 4-flat T-One quick connect part CQT or the universal splice option 4-flat trailer
light power module part For your vehicle U-Haul offers the universal 4-flat trailer light power
module part Will the kit, work on a Dodge Journey? Will this work on a Mazda 6 Sedan, v6. For
your vehicle U-Haul recommends the universal splice option 4-flat trailer light power module
part or the 4-flat T-One connecter part CQT Will this work on a Toyota Highlander? U-Haul also
offers the universal 4-flat splice option part Hello Is it compatible with Mazda 5 ? How do I
connect the wires from Nissan Quest? U-Haul offers two 4-flat wiring harnesses for the Nissan
Quest. Will this application fit my Dodge Durango? Yes, the will fit the Dodge Durango and
provide the necessary taillight functions for a trailer equipped with the 4-flat wire connector. I
have a Chrysler Pacifica. Will I need any additional materials i. For your vehicle U-Haul offers
the 4-flat quick connect modulite part CQT , also the universal splice option part The necessary
materials are provided with each unit! I called a uhaul office and they can't find my year model
to tell me what wire harness to get. I have a mercury sable '04 sedan. Please use the U-Haul
universal taillight converter with 4-flat part ! I live in zip code area I have a 97 f without trailer
light hookup so curious what I need to get my trailer lights working. I was told there is
something I can hook into my brake lights, but unsure what name is. What is cheapest way to
install something for me to have trailer lights? For your vehicle, U-Haul offers the universal
4-flat part If necessary, the pre-wired 6-way part or 7-way part can easily be added to the
universal 4-flat. Will this work on a Nismo Juke? I have a Curt plug and play kit but it doesn't
work correctly so I would like to splice this into the plug and play connectors. The could replace
the Curt plug and play converter, however, U-Haul recommends the 4-flat trailer light power
module part or the 4-flat quick connect part CQT Will this work with the Mercedes ML? I was
told I can't use a trailer with LED lights. This adaptor will provide the necessary resistance for
your vehicle to tow trailers with LED lights. Will this work on a 96 Land Rover Discovery. For
your vehicle, U-Haul recommends the 3 to 2 wire converter with 4-flat part The red wire for the is
attached to the vehicles taillight brake wire. Will this work for a dodge avenger? For your
vehicle U-Haul recommends the universal 4-flat trailer light power module splice option or the
4-flat quick connect modulite. I bought a "basic wiring harness" but it is no longer listed with
uhaul. Any assistance be greatly appreciated. Chris, if your vehicle is equipped with an active
pre-wired tow package located behind the rear bumper at the end of the driver side frame ,
please use the U-Haul 4-flat and splice in behind the OEM tow package plug or use quick
connect part If your vehicle is not equipped with an active pre-wired tow package, you will need
to install a power module harness to the vehicle taillights using U-Haul Trailer Light Power
Module or a 4-flat Quick Connect HD module. The U-Haul 4-Way Flat wiring harness connects to
and uses a vehicles taillight system for supplying power to trailer light kits. Would this kit be
compatible with a Chevy Spark? Good for Toyota Avalon? The U-Haul 4-flat universal wiring
harness part is recommended for the Toyota Avalon. I have one of these and it smells like an
electrical short and I blew two fuses. After removing it and replacing the blown fuses the breaks
lights, running lights and dash lights are back to normal. This was installed by u haul a few
years back. Is it a warranty part? If you are in need of service contract information, please visit
your local U-Haul center or visit uhaul. Do the green LED lights stay illuminated constantly? We
recently bought a used Ford Explorer and I just noticed the lights while the vehicle is parked at
night. For repairs, please contact your local U-Haul location. Will the flat kit work on my Hyundai
Azera? It has LED brake lites that glow dim as "tail lights" and get brighter when you step on
the brake. Will this unit work on a trailer that has LED lights? It is recommended that either

wiring harness be attached to your vehicles factory tow prep package. What is the warranty on
the unit number Converter installed by U-Haul? If a wiring service plan was not purchased, the
and workmanship are fully covered for 30 days. Can I install it on a Jeep Liberty 4x4. Does part
work on Pontiac Vibe? I'm confused would this connect to my Subaru forester that has no
trailer wiring and allow me to tow a trailer by connecting through the tail lights of my car. Simply
locate the vehicles wiring harness connector, unplug the connection and insert the T-One
connector into the vehicle's harness. U-Haul also offers the universal 4-flat trailer light power
module splice option part This unit connects to either the vehicles tow harness or to the
vehicles tail lights by using scotch locks to splice into wires. The T-One quick connect part CQT
and the universal trailer light power module splice option part Will this work for a Toyota
Sienna? I need an adapter that will accept the older 1 inch 7 way and plug to the larger vehicle 7
way. The U-Haul hitch professional can quickly diagnose and fix your lighting issue. Is this
compatible with the Toyota Sienna? Will this work on a Mazda Tribute. Will this work on Pontiac
Vibe? How do I huck up two twon and country do not no what wire two huck it up two. Will this
work for our Toyota Avalon Limited? We pull a pop up camper with it and need the wiring
connectors. If needed, additional trailer harnesses can be added to the 4-flat trailer light power
module, please contact your local U-Haul location for complete parts and pricing. Will this instal
on to Toyota Higlander ? Is this unit compatible with a Prius, and it is compatible with a Toyota
Tacoma? Where can I download instructions? I think I misplaced my originals. Our hitch pro
provides the following: " taillight converter is compatible with the Toyota Tacoma. The install
sheet can be found on uhaul. Is this compatible with a Honda Civic? Will this work for a Subaru
Outback Wagon and also match the factory connector, i. Our hitch pro writes: The is a universal
4-flat wiring harness that installs to the vehicle tail lights using scotch locks. U-Haul also offers
a 4-flat quick connect CQT that plugs directly into the vehicles factory tow harness. Will this
work on my Jeep Liberty Sport? Our hitch pro writes: The Jeep Liberty Sport requires a power
module for trailer lights, please use U-Haul 4-flat quick connect CQT or use U-Haul universal
4-flat trailer light power module part Will this work on my o Ford Edge? Our hitch pro writes:
"The Ford Edge requires a power module for trailer lights, please use U-Haul 4-flat quick
connect CQT or use U-Haul universal 4-flat trailer light power module part Installed on a Land
Rover Discovery. All lights work when headlights are off, but when headlights are on the right
turn signal does not work left works fine. Our hitch pro writes: Please contact your local U-Haul
center and schedule an appointment with the hitch professional. The U-Haul hitch professional
can quickly diagnose and repair your trailer lighting issues. My lighting harness Was installed
less than a year ago. Currently two of the green lights stay on when the car is turned off Even
though the lights are turned off I'm not sure if this has always been the case since the time of
the installation. When I plug in my trailer the green lights go off and the trailer lights do not
come on. Can you tell me if the issue is with the harness harness or with my trailer? Our hitch
pro writes: "Please schedule an appointment with your local U-Haul center to diagnose both the
vehicle and trailer wiring harness. Can I use this on a Dodge Caravan? Our hitch pro writes:
"The is designed to convert 3 a wire system to a 2 wire system, please use U-Haul universal
4-flat harness part or quick connect 4-flat harness part CQT". My utility trailer lights are
illuminated when connected to my Mitsubishi Outlander connector. The Outlander lights at this
point are off. When vehicle lights,signals are on no trailer response. The trailer lights connector
must be disconnected from the vehicle to shut down the trailer lights. Our hitch pro writes:
"Please contact your local U-Haul center and schedule an appointment with the hitch
professional. The U-Haul hitch professional can quickly diagnose and repair any trailer lighting
issues. Our hitch pro writes: "The requires power from the vehicles tail light functions which
also pass through the vehicles fuse panel, if your vehicle lights are working but no power to the
4-flat, the most probable cause is an insufficient ground or loose connection. Please contact
your local U-Haul center and schedule an appointment with the hitch professional. The hitch pro
can quickly diagnose the issue and make any necessary repairs. Is this what I need to hook up a
4-way flat trailer to a 7 pin vehicle with separate turn and stop lights? Our hitch pro writes:
"There are a variety of trailer wiring harnesses available for each vehicle, please call or visit
your local U-Haul center or visit U-Haul. Will this install onto my Toyota Sienna. Our hitch pro
writes: "The is not recommended because the Sienna electrical system is designed to handle
the power needs of the vehicle only. The solution is to install U-Hauls trailer light power module
hardwire or CQT T-One quick connect , both have all the additional power required to supply the
trailer lights. The 3 to 2 wire converter is not recommended for the Dodge Caravan. More items.
Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving supplies specialist. Show locations on
map. Thank you for chatting with us today! We are always looking to improve our service. Your
opinions and feedback are very important to us! Please help us with a review of your recent
experience. The following survey should take you no longer than 60 seconds to complete. Yes,

We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. U-Haul 4-Way Flat 50 reviews. Enter Zip Code.
Find locations. Change Location. Shipping Options In most cases, we offer three shipping
options for you to choose from. Selecting your Shipping Option You can select your shipping
option and see the total shipping cost on the checkout page once you've entered your shipping
address. Where We Ship We ship to street addresses only sorry no P. Multiple Shipments We
have several fulfillment centers that store and ship our products. Exclusions This offer is not
valid for orders shipped to Alaska and Hawaii. Freight Fees Freight Fees may apply to oversize
or overweight items. Add to Cart. Description Product Description. Part Number: Review
how to change mass air flow sensor
wiring a shaver socket diagrams
1994 bmw 850
s 50 4 out of 5 stars with 50 reviews 5 star. Sort reviews by: Newest to oldest Oldest to newest
Highest to lowest rating Lowest to highest rating. Mario V. Rating: Recommends this product.
Guy R. Brian F. Peter H. Ask a Question. Your Question. Your Name Send me an email when my
question is posted Your Email. Thank you Please visit our Trailer Hitches page and enter your
vehicle specifications to see all available and compatible hitch models as well as compatible
accessories and towing components. Product Description. U-Haul 4-Way Flat Reviews 50 4 out
of 5 stars with 50 reviews 5 star. U-Haul 4-Way Flat. Enter Zip. Find a Store. Buy Online, Pick up
in Store orders are typically ready for pick up within two hours of submitting an order. Orders
placed after store hours will be ready for pick up the next day. In-Store availability is based on
the store inventory and is typically updated every two hours. Orders are held for four days after
processing. Check Availability. Rate Experience.

